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We suggest applying Kolmogorov’s axioms of probability theory to conditional probabilities among distinct
(but not necessarily disjoint and non-intertwining) contexts. Formally, this amounts to row stochastic matri-
ces whose entries characterize the conditional probability to find some observable in one context, given an
observable in another context. As the respective probabilities need not (but, depending on the physical/model
realization, can) be of the Born rule type, this generalizes approaches to quantum probabilities by Auffe´ves and
Grangier, which in turn are inspired by Gleason’s theorem.
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I. QUANTUM BISTOCHASTICITY
In what follows any “largest” domain of mutually commut-
ing observables will be termed context. For quantum me-
chanics grounded in Hilbert space, a context can be equiva-
lently represented by (i) an orthonormal basis, (ii) the respec-
tive one-dimensional orthogonal projection operators associ-
ated with the basis elements, or (iii) a single maximal operator
whose spectral sum is non-degenerated [1, 2].
An essential assumption entering Gleason’s derivation [3]
of the Born rule for quantum probabilities is the validity of
classical probability theory whenever the respective observ-
ables are co-measurable. Formally, this amounts to the valid-
ity of Kolmogorov probability theory for mutually commut-
ing observables; and in particular, to the assumption of Kol-
mogorov’s axioms within contexts.
Already Gleason pointed out [3] that it is quite straight-
forward to find an ad hoc conditional probability satisfy-
ing this aforementioned assumption, which is based on the
Pythagorean property: suppose a pure state formalized by a
unit vector and some “measurement frame” formalized by an
orthonormal basis. Then the conditional probabilities for the
vectors of the orthonormal basis C = {|e1〉, . . . , |en〉} repre-
senting this frame – aka their respective orthogonal projec-
tion operators associated with observable propositions – given
that pure state |ψ〉 can be obtained by taking the absolute
square of their scalar products |〈ψ |ei〉|
2: Since the vector as-
sociated with the pure state, as well as all the vectors in the
orthonormal system are of length one, and since these latter
vectors (of the orthonormal system) are mutually orthogonal,
the sum ∑ni=1 |〈ψ |ei〉|
2 of all these terms, taken over all the
basis elements, needs to add up to one. The respective ab-
solute squares are bounded between zero and one. In effect,
the orthonormal basis “grants a view” of the pure quantum
state. The absolute square can be rewritten in terms of a trace
(over some arbitrary orthonormal basis) into the standard form
known as the Born rule of quantum probabilities: |〈ψ |ei〉|
2 =
〈ψ |ei〉〈ei|ψ〉 = 〈ψ |ei〉〈ei|Inψ〉 = ∑
n
j=1〈ψ |ei〉〈ei|g j〉〈g j|ψ〉 =
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∑nj=1〈g j|ψ〉〈ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Eψ
|ei〉〈ei︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ei
|g j〉 = Trace(EψEi), where Eψ and Ei
are the orthogonal projection operators representing the state
|ψ〉 and ei〉, respectively, and C
′ = {|g1〉, . . . , |gn〉} is an arbi-
trary orthonormal basis, so that In = ∑
n
j=1 |g j〉〈g j|.
It is also well known that, at least from a formal perspec-
tive, unit vectors in quantum mechanics serve a dual role: On
the one hand, they represent pure states. On the other hand,
by the associated one-dimensional orthogonal projection op-
erator, they represent an observable: the proposition that the
system is in such a pure state [4, 5]. Suppose now that we ex-
ploit this dual role by expanding the pure prepared state into
a full orthonormal basis, of which its vector must be an el-
ement. (Such an expansion will not be unique as there is a
continuous infinity of ways to achieve this.) Once the latter
basis is fixed it can be used to obtain a “view” on the for-
mer (measurement) basis; and a completely symmetric situa-
tion/configuration is attained. We might even go so far as to
say that which basis is associated with the “observed object”
and with the “measurement apparatus,” respectively, is purely
a matter of convention, and thus epistemic.
Formally, an orthogonal projection operator serves a dual
role: on the one hand it is a formalization of a dichotomic
observable – more precisely, an elementary yes-no proposi-
tion E = |x〉〈x| associated with the claim that “the quantized
system is in state |x〉. And on the other hand it is the for-
mal representation of a pure quantum state |y〉, equivalent to
the operator F = |y〉〈y|. By the Born rule the conditional
probabilities are symmetric with respect to exchange of |x〉
and |y〉: let C ′ = {|g1〉, . . . , |gn〉} be some arbitrary orthonor-
mal basis of Cn, then P(E|F) = Trace(EF) = Trace(FE) =
P(F|E); or, more explicitly, P(E|F)=∑ni=1〈gi|x〉〈x|y〉〈y|gi〉=
∑ni=1〈x|y〉〈y|gi〉〈gi︸ ︷︷ ︸
=In
|x〉= |〈x|y〉|2 = |〈y|x〉|2 = P(F|E). There-
fore, the respective conditional probabilities form a doubly
stochastic (bistochastic) square matrix. This result is a spe-
cial case of a more general result on quadratic forms on the
set of eigenvectors of normal operators [6].
These two orthonormal bases are then two contexts whose
respective conditional probabilities can be arranged into a ma-
trix form: its ith row corresponds to all conditional probabil-
ities associated with the occurrence of the observables of the
2second context, given the ith element of the first context. Con-
versely, its jth column correspond to all conditional probabil-
ities associated with the occurrence of the observables of the
first context, given the jth element of the second context. By
Gleason’s assumption of the validity of Kolmogorov’s axioms
within contexts, this matrix of needs to be doubly stochastic
(bistochastic) [7, 8]; that is, the sum is taken within every sin-
gle row and every single column adds up to one.
II. GENERALIZATION OF KOLMOGOROV AXIOMS TO
ARBITRARY EVENT STRUCTURES
In order to generalize the quantum case, we suggest to
postulate that the quantum case is just one instance satisfy-
ing a very general axiom: That, given two arbitrary contexts
C1 = {e1, . . .em} and C2 = {f1, . . . fn}, the associated (n×m)-
matrix whose entries are the conditional probabilities P(f j|ei)
of “f j given ei” must be such that the sum taken within every
single row adds up to one.
We shall be mostly concerned with cases for which n = m;
that is, the associated matrix is a row (aka right) stochastic
(square) matrix. Formally, such a matrix A has nonnega-
tive entries ai j ≥ 0 for i, j = 1, . . . ,n whose row sums add up
to one: ∑nj=1ai j = 1 for i = 1, . . . ,n. If, in addition to the
row sums, also the column sums add up to one – that is, if
∑ni=1 ai j = 1 for j = 1, . . . ,n – then the matrix is called doubly
stochastic. If J is a (n× n)–matrix whose entries are 1, then a
(n× n)–matrixA is row stochastic if AJ= J.
The above criterium is a generalization of Kolmogorov’s
axioms, as it allows cases in which both contexts do not co-
incide. For coinciding contexts this rule just reduces to Kol-
mogorov’s axioms.
III. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF THE
GENERALIZED KOLMOGOROV AXIOMS
A. Quantum logics
I have already mentioned the quantum case, which has been
studied in an attempt to motivate the Born rule [7, 8]. There-
fore, I shall relegate the reader to those studies and proceed
to quasi-classical propositional structures and two “exotic”
cases.
B. Quasi-classical partition logics
In what follows we shall study sets of partitions of a given
set. They have models [9] based on the finite automata ini-
tial state identification problem [10] as well as on generalized
urns [11, 12]. Partition logics are quasi-classical and value-
definite in so far as they allow a separating set of “classical”
two-valued states [2, Theorem 0]; and yet they feature com-
plementarity. Many of these logics are doubles of quantum
logics, such as for spin-state measurements; and thereby their
graphs also allow faithful orthogonal representations [13]; and
yet some of them have no quantum analog. Therefore, they
neither form a proper subset of all quantum logics, nor do they
contain all logical structures encountered in quantum logics
(they are neither continuous, nor can they have a nonseparat-
ing or nonexisting set of two-valued states). However, those
categories overlap significantly, as they bear strong similari-
ties with the structures arising in quantum theory.
If some (partition) logic which is a pasting [14–16] of con-
texts has a separating set of two-valued states [2, Theorem 0]
then there is a constructive, algorithmic [17] way of finding
a “canonical” partition logic [9], and, associated with it, all
classical probabilities on it: first, find all the two-valued states
on the logic, and number these states consecutively. Then,
for any atom (element of a context), find the index set of
all two-valued states which are 1 on this atom. Associate
with each one, say, the ith, of the two valued states a non-
negative weight i → λi, and require that the (convex) sum of
these weights ∑i λi = 1 is 1. Since all two-valued states are
included, the Kolmogorov axioms guarantee that the sum of
measures/weights within each of the contexts in the logic ex-
actly adds up to one.
Note that in this case, and unlike for quantum conditional
probabilities, the conditional probabilities, in general, do not
form a bistochastic matrix.
C. Two non-intertwining two-atomic contexts
In the Babylonian spirit [18, p. 172] consider some anecdo-
tal examples which have quantum doubles. The first one will
be a spin- 1
2
state measurement analogy.
{1,3} {2,4}
{1,2} {3,4}
FIG. 1. Greechie orthogonality diagram of a logic with the associated
(quasi)classical partition logic representations obtained through in
inverse construction using all two-valued measures thereon [9].
The logic in Fig. 1 labels the atoms (aka elementary propo-
sitions) obtained by an “inverse construction” using all two-
valued measures thereon [9]. With the identifications e1 ≡
{1,2}, e2 ≡ {3,4}, f1 ≡ {1,3}, and f2 ≡ {2,4} we obtain all
classical probabilities by identifying i → λi > 0. The respec-
3tive conditional probabilities are
[P(C2|C1)] = [P({f1, f2}|{e1,e2)]
≡
(
P(f1|e1) P(f2|e1)
P(f1|e2) P(f2|e2)
)
=
(
P(f1∩e1)
P(e1)
P(f2∩e1)
P(e1)
P(f1∩e2)
P(e2)
P(f2∩e2)
P(e2)
)
=
(
P({1,3}∩{1,2})
P({1,2})
P({2,4}∩{1,2})
P({1,2})
P({1,3}∩{3,4})
P({3,4})
P({2,4}∩{3,4})
P({3,4})
)
=
(
P({1})
P({1,2})
P({2})
P({1,2})
P({3})
P({3,4})
P({4})
P({3,4})
)
=
(
λ1
λ1+λ2
λ2
λ1+λ2
λ3
λ3+λ4
λ4
λ3+λ4
)
,
(1)
as well as
[P(C1|C2)] = [P({e1,e2}|{f1, f2})]
≡
(
P({1})
P({1,3})
P({3})
P({1,3})
P({2})
P({2,4})
P({4})
P({2,4})
)
=
(
λ1
λ1+λ3
λ3
λ1+λ3
λ2
λ2+λ4
λ4
λ2+λ4
)
.
(2)
D. Two intertwining three-atomic contexts
{1,2}
{3,4}
{5}
{2,4}
{1,3}
FIG. 2. Greechie orthogonality diagram of the L12 “firefly” logic
with the associated (quasi)classical partition logic representations
obtained through in inverse construction using all two-valued mea-
sures thereon [9].
The L12 “firefly” logic in Fig. 2 labels the atoms (aka ele-
mentary propositions) obtained by an “inverse construction”
using all two-valued measures thereon [9]. By design, it will
be very similar to the earlier logic with four atoms. With
the identifications e1 ≡ {1,2}, e2 ≡ {3,4}, e3 = f3 ≡ {5},
f1 ≡ {1,3}, and f2 ≡ {2,4} we obtain all classical probabil-
ities by identifying i → λi > 0. The respective conditional
probabilities are
[P(C2|C1)] = [P({f1, f2, f3}|{e1,e2,e3})]
≡


P({1})
P({1,2})
P({2})
P({1,2})
P( /0)
P({1,2})
P({3})
P({3,4})
P({4})
P({3,4})
P( /0)
P({3,4})
P( /0)
P({5})
P( /0)
P({5})
P({5})
P({5})

=


λ1
λ1+λ2
λ2
λ1+λ2
0
λ3
λ3+λ4
λ4
λ3+λ4
0
0 0 1

 ,
(3)
as well as
[P(C1|C2)] = [P({e1,e2,e3}|{f1, f2, f3})]
≡


P({1})
P({1,3})
P({3})
P({1,3})
P( /0)
P({1,3})
P({2})
P({2,4})
P({4})
P({2,4})
P( /0)
P({2,4})
P( /0)
P({5})
P( /0)
P({5})
P({5})
P({5})

=


λ1
λ1+λ3
λ3
λ1+λ3
0
λ2
λ2+λ4
λ4
λ2+λ4
0
0 0 1

 .
(4)
E. Pentagon/pentagram/house logic with five cyclically
intertwining three-atomic contexts
By now it should be clear how classical conditional
probabilities work on partition logics. Consider the pen-
tagon/pentagram/(orthomodular) house [15, p. 46, Fig. 4.4]
logic in Fig. 3 labels the atoms (aka elementary propositions)
obtained by an “inverse construction” using all 11 two-valued
measures thereon [11]. take, for example, one of the two con-
texts C4 = {{2,7,8},{1,3,9,10,11},{4,5,6}} “opposite” to
the context C1 = {{1,2,3},{4,5,7,9,11},{6,8,10}}.
{1,2,3}
{7,8,9,10,11}
{4,5,6}
{1,3,9,10,11}
{2,7,8}
{1,4,6,10,11}
{3,5,9}
{1,2,4,7,11}
{6,8,10}
{4,5,7,9,11}
FIG. 3. Greechie orthogonality diagrams of the pen-
tagon/pentagram/house logic.
With the identifications e1 ≡ {1,2,3}, e2 ≡ {4,5,7,9,11},
e3 ≡ {6,8,10}, f1 ≡ {2,7,8}, f2 ≡ {1,3,9,10,11}, and f3 ≡
{4,5,6}. The respective conditional probabilities are
4[P(C2|C1)] = [P({f1, f2, f3}|{e1,e2,e3})]
≡


P({2,7,8}∩{1,2,3})
P({1,2,3})
P({1,3,9,10,11}∩{1,2,3})
P({1,2,3})
P({4,5,6}∩{1,2,3})
P({1,2,3})
P({2,7,8}∩{4,5,7,9,11})
P({4,5,7,9,11})
P({1,3,9,10,11}∩{4,5,7,9,11})
P({4,5,7,9,11})
P({4,5,6}∩{4,5,7,9,11})
P({4,5,7,9,11})
P({2,7,8}∩{6,8,10})
P({6,8,10})
P({1,3,9,10,11}∩{6,8,10})
P({6,8,10})
P({4,5,6}∩{6,8,10})
P({6,8,10})


=


P({2})
P({1,2,3})
P({1,3})
P({1,2,3})
P( /0)
P({1,2,3})
P({7})
P({4,5,7,9,11})
P({11})
P({4,5,7,9,11})
P({4,5})
P({4,5,7,9,11})
P({8})
P({6,8,10})
P({10})
P({6,8,10})
P({6})
P({6,8,10})


=


λ2
λ1+λ2+λ3
λ1+λ3
λ1+λ2+λ3
0
λ7
λ4+λ5+λ7+λ9+λ11
λ9+λ11
λ4+λ5+λ7+λ9+λ11
λ4+λ5
λ4+λ5+λ7+λ9+λ11
λ8
λ6+λ8+λ10
λ10
λ6+λ8+λ10
λ6
λ6+λ8+λ10

 .
(5)
IV. WRIGHT’S TWELFTH DISPERSIONLESS STATE ON
THE PENTAGON/PENTAGRAM/HOUSE LOGIC
Despite the aforementioned 11 two-valued states there ex-
ists another dispersionless state on cyclic pastings of an odd
number of contexts; namely, a state being equal to 1
2
on all
intertwines/bi-connections [11]. This state and its associ-
ated probability distribution are neither realizable by quan-
tum nor by classical probability distributions. In this case the
conditional probabilities of any two contexts Ci and C j, for
1≤ i, j ≤ 5 are
[P(Ci|C j)]≡

 12 0 120 0 0
1
2
0 1
2

 . (6)
V. THREE-COLORABLE DENSE POINTS ON THE
SPHERE
There exist dense subsets of the unit sphere in three dimen-
sions which require just three colors for associating different
colors within every mutually orthogonal triple of (unit) vec-
tors [19–21] forming an orthonormal basis. By identifying
two of these colors with the value “0”, and the remaining color
with the value “1” one obtains a two-valued measure on this
“reduced” sphere. The resulting conditional probabilities are
discontinuous.
VI. EXTREMA OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES IN
ROW AND DOUBLY STOCHASTIC MATRICES
The row stochastic matrices representing conditional prob-
abilities form a polytope in Rn
2
whose vertices are the nn
matrices Ti, i = 1, . . . ,n
n, with exactly one entry 1 in each
row [22, p. 49]. Therefore, a row stochastic matrix can be
represented as the convex sum ∑n
n
i=1 λiTi, with nonnegative
λi ≥ 0 and ∑
nn
i=1 λi = 1.
For conditional probabilities yielding doubly stochastic ma-
trices, such as, for instance, the quantum case, the Birkhoff
theorem [6] yields more restricted linear bounds: it states
that any doubly stochastic (n× n)–matrix is the convex hull
of m ≤ (n− 1)2 + 1 ≤ n! permutation matrices. That is, if
A ≡ ai j is a doubly stochastic matrix such that ai j ≥ 0 and
∑ni=1 ai j =∑
n
i=1a ji = 1 for 1≤ i, j ≤ n, then there exists a con-
vex sum decompositionA= ∑
m≤(n−1)2+1≤n!
k=1 λkPk in terms of
m ≤ (n− 1)2+ 1 linear independent permutation matrices Pk
such that λk ≥ 0 and ∑
m≤(n−1)2+1≤n!
k=1 λk = 1.
VII. SUMMARY
I have attempted to sketch a generalized probability the-
ory for configurations of observables which have no classi-
cal event structure. In particular, if complementarity and dis-
tinct contexts are involved this needs an extension of the Kol-
mogorov axioms. This has been achieved by the requirement
that the conditional probabilities of observables in one con-
text, given the occurrence of observables in another context,
forms a stochastic matrix.
Various models have been discussed. In the case of doubly
stochastic matrices, linear bounds have been derived from the
convex hull of permutation matrices.
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